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Design files, certificates, specifications, and more can be found on our website on our Toolbox page. 
Please contact us with any questions or if you need assistance with take-offs, customization, or product 
recommendations. Color samples for our digitally printed items, solid and mesh vinyl, and powder coating 
as well as catalogs and architect’s resource binders are available at no charge upon request.

GYM EQUIPMENT CONTROL DEVICES
IPI offers a wide range of options to control the electrical devices in your gym. From traditional wall 
mounted key switches to our Gym Command™ 7 Color Touch Screen you will find an operating control 
system that fits your needs and budget. Consult an IPI Dealer or factory technical consultant to assist 
you in selecting the control system for your facility.

Ceiling Suspended Scoreboard Mounting System
Most gymnasium scoreboards can be custom mounted on any of the IPI ceiling suspended basketball structure 
designs. Lack of appropriate wall attachment space, visual interference when lowered, or location of scoreboards 
in multipurpose gyms are the most common reasons for considering mounting scoreboards from the ceiling and 
possible retraction when not in use. Consult an IPI engineer for details and required information. 

Gym Command™ Plus System
The newest addition to our wall mounted 
control system lineup offers the convenience 
of touch screen technology, easy, in the field, 
programming, and maximum flexibility. All this 
at a price below many similar touch screen gym 
control systems. The 7” diagonal color screen 
and software allows programming individual 
devices or groups of devices to be operated at 
the same time when desirable. Touch Screen 
(IPGCPLUSTS) has a molded high strength 
ABS plastic, 85/8” x 4½” and 2½” enclosure and 
mounts on the wall. The relays are housed 
securely in a 12” x 16” x 4” hinged steel enclosure 
(IPGCPLUSRB) typically mounted in a back 
room or closet. Contact an IPI Dealer or factory 
technical consultant for details and complete 
specifications and installation instructions. Gym 
Command Plus carries a 2-year warranty.
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